ON THE WINGS OF A DREAM
Words and Music by John Denver from It's About Time (1983)

G         D/F#        G
YESTERDAY I HAD A DREAM ABOUT DYING
Bm        D             G
ABOUT LAYING TO REST AND THEN FLYING
C          G            D
HOW THE MOMENT AT HAND IS THE ONLY THING
G         D
WE REALLY OWN

G         D/F#        G
AND I LAY IN MY BED AND I WONDER
Bm        D             G
AFTER ALL HAS BEEN SAID AND IS DONE FOR
C          G            D
WHY IS IT THUS WE ARE HERE
G
AND SO SOON WE ARE GONE

C
IS THIS LIFE JUST A PATH TO THE PLACE
G
THAT WE ALL HAVE COME FROM
C
DOES THE HEART KNOW THE WAY
G
AND IF NOT, CAN IT EVER BE FOUND
C
IN A SMILE OR A TEAR OR A PRAYER
G      D  C  G  D7
OR A SIGH OR A SONG

G         D/F#        G
AND IF SO, THEN I SING FOR MY FATHER
Bm        D             G
AND IN TRUTH YOU MUST KNOW I WOULD RATHER
C          G
HE WERE HERE BY MY SIDE
D         G             D
WE COULD FLY ON THE WINGS OF A DREAM
G         D/F#        G
TO A PLACE WHERE THE SPIRIT WOULD FIND US
Bm        D             G
AND THE JOY AND SURRENDER WOULD BIND US
C          G
WE ARE ONE ANYWAY
D         G
ANYWAY WE ARE MORE THAN WE SEEM

C
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THERE ARE THOSE WHO WILL LEAD US
G
PROTECT US EACH STEP OF THE WAY
C
FROM BEGINNING TO END
G
FOR EACH MOMENT FOREVER EACH DAY
C
SUCH A GIFT HAS BEEN GIVEN
G D C G D7
IT CAN NEVER BE TAKEN AWAY

(Instrumental)

G D/F# G
THOUGH THE BODY IN PASSING MUST LEAVE US
Bm D G
THERE IS ONE WHO REMAINS TO RECEIVE US
C G
THERE ARE THOSE IN THIS LIFE
D G D
WHO ARE FRIENDS FROM OUR HEAVENLY HOME
G D/F# G
SO I LISTEN TO THE VOICES INSIDE ME
Bm D G
FOR I KNOW THEY ARE THERE JUST TO GUIDE ME
C G D
AND MY FAITH WILL PROCLAIM IT IS SO
G
WE ARE NEVER ALONE
C
FROM THE LIFE TO THE LIGHT
G
FROM THE DARK OF THE NIGHT TO THE DAWN
C
HE IS SO IN MY HEART
G
HE IS HERE HE COULD NEVER BE GONE
C
THOUGH THE SINGER IS SILENT
G D C
THERE STILL IS THE TRUTH OF THE SONG
G D7
IN THE SONG

G D/F# G
YESTERDAY I HAD A DREAM ABOUT DYING
Bm D G
ABOUT LAYING TO REST AND THEN FLYING
C G D
HOW THE MOMENT AT HAND IS THE ONLY THING
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G       D
WE REALLY OWN

G       D/F#      G
AND I LAY IN MY BED AND I WONDER
Bm      D          G
AFTER ALL HAS BEEN SAID AND IS DONE FOR
C       G          D
WHY IS IT THUS WE ARE HERE
G
AND SO SOON WE ARE GONE
C       G          D
OH, WHY IS IT THUS WE ARE HERE
G
AND SO SOON WE ARE GONE